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Severe acetabular bone defects are still challenging to quantify when it comes to revision total hip arthroplasty (THA). Numerous classification schemes have been proposed to categorize acetabular bone loss.[1](#jor24165-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}, [2](#jor24165-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}, [3](#jor24165-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} However, these schemes mainly rely on visual interpretation of anatomical landmarks, which may lead to a poor inter‐observer reliability and intra‐observer repeatability.[4](#jor24165-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}, [5](#jor24165-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [6](#jor24165-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} The reliability increases when using three‐dimensional (3D) computer tomography (CT) scans instead of 2D radiographs, but there still remains a bias related to subjective interpretation.[5](#jor24165-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [7](#jor24165-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [8](#jor24165-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} Furthermore, the current classification schemes are mainly descriptive and hence it remains difficult to transfer them into pre‐clinical testing, implant development, and to anticipate the exact amount of bone loss in pre‐operative planning.[9](#jor24165-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} Novel imaging techniques allow a 3D presentation of individual bone structures, but an objective and quantitative method to assess the bone defects is still not available.

Two of the most common acetabular defect classification schemes are the Paprosky classification[3](#jor24165-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} and the American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons (AAOS) classification.[1](#jor24165-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} The Paprosky classification distinguishes bone defects according to possible treatment options, the AAOS classification according to their appearance as cavitary or segmental and their location. Within the classification schemes, the estimation of bone loss is often based on remaining anatomical landmarks, the contra‐lateral side, and/or the surgeons experience.[10](#jor24165-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#jor24165-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#jor24165-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}

However, it is often difficult to evaluate severe and/or bilateral bone defects without the native pelvic anatomy for comparison. A promising option to estimate the native anatomy is the application of a statistical shape model (SSM), which is a parametric model of a given training set of healthy pelvises.[13](#jor24165-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#jor24165-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#jor24165-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} A SSM can be altered via a unique set of parameters to reconstruct the *native pelvis* (i.e., the pelvis without bone defect) on the basis of a *defect pelvis* (i.e., the pelvis with bone defect). Recently published studies showed the feasibility to estimate the *native pelvis* anatomy using a SSM and thereby allow a novel view on defect classification.[9](#jor24165-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#jor24165-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#jor24165-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} Among the estimation of bone loss, also bone formation due to remodeling processes could be identified when comparing the *defect pelvis* with the *native pelvis*.

The aims of this study were to (1) suggest a method to objectively quantify acetabular bone defects in terms of bone loss and bone formation and to derive bone defect shape, (2) validate the accuracy of the applied reconstruction method, and (3) present preliminary results for two exemplary pelvises with acetabular bone defects.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#jor24165-sec-0003}
=====================

The suggested method consisted of four parts: Pre‐processing, reconstruction, sector definition, and analysis (Fig. [1](#jor24165-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). The pre‐processing included a CT‐scan, segmentation of bone structures, and creation of a solid model of the *defect pelvis*. The reconstruction included masking of the pathological regions around the acetabulum and the SSM‐based reconstruction of the *native pelvis* based on the remaining healthy bone. In the sector definition part, clinically relevant defect sectors were constructed on *native pelvis* and *defect pelvis*. In the analysis part, quantitative values for bone loss and bone formation were obtained and defect shape was derived.

![Workflow of the quantitative assessment. Determination of a solid model of the pelvis with bone defect on the basis of a segmented CT‐data set. Masking of the pathological regions and reconstruction based on the remaining healthy bone. Definition of clinically relevant bone defect sectors on defect pelvis and native pelvis. Analysis of bone volume loss (light red), bone defect shape, and bone formation (light green).](JOR-37-181-g002){#jor24165-fig-0001}

Pre‐processing {#jor24165-sec-0004}
--------------

CT‐scans, conducted within the scope of pre‐operative planning, of two pelvises with exemplary acetabular bone defects were included in this study. Specimen 1 (female, 62 years) was kindly provided by the senior hip reconstruction surgeon FT and categorized as Paprosky IIIA. The revision of the existing acetabular reconstruction ring with a cemented cup was conducted due to aseptic loosening and superior medial migration. Specimen 2 (female, 77 years) was kindly provided by the senior hip reconstruction surgeon MR and categorized as Paprosky IIIA. The revision of the existing cementless hemispheric cup was conducted due to superior and posterior as well as lateral migration. The provision of the CT‐scans was approved by the LMU Munich ethics committee (Project No. 18‐108 UE). The CT‐scans had a slice thickness of 3 mm and a pixel size of 0.78 mm.

Segmentation of bone structures was performed in Mimics (Materialise NV, Leuven, Belgium). Since metal implants were present in the CT‐scans an accurate automatic segmentation was prevented. Therefore, the segmentation was conducted manually by RS under supervision of an experienced radiologist. The resulting three‐dimensional surface of the *defect* pelvis was smoothed with factor 0.75 and 5 iterations and exported as standard triangulation language (STL) mesh.

After mesh correction in 3‐matic (Materialise NV, Leuven, Belgium), the STL files were further processed in Geomagic Design X (3Dsystems, Rock Hill, SC). A mesh optimization algorithm was applied, followed by the transformation into a solid body using auto surfacing. The result was a solid model of the *defect pelvis*, which could be further processed in the CAD (computer aided design) software CATIA V5 (Dassault Systèmes, Vélizy‐Villacoublay Cedex, France). Volume difference between STL and solid model was 0.24% and 0.25%, respectively.

Reconstruction {#jor24165-sec-0005}
--------------

In order to reconstruct the *native pelvis* with a SSM, all pathological areas had to be excluded. Therefore, the pathological areas around the acetabulum were masked for each pelvis individually in order to preserve as much healthy bone structures as possible.

The SSM was trained on the basis of 66 CT‐data sets, which were kindly provided by the radiological department of the Charité Berlin, and already used in previous studies.[16](#jor24165-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#jor24165-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#jor24165-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} The number of CT‐data sets included in this study exceeded the amount of data sets required to capture the intrinsic shape variations in the native pelvis.[19](#jor24165-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} No known pathology or symptoms of the lumbar spine, pelvis or acetabulum were present and the patients were scanned for clinical, non‐orthopedic indications. Voxel size in *x*--*y* direction was between 0.7 and 0.8 mm and in *z*‐ direction 4 mm or smaller.

The 66 CT‐data sets were segmented. Based on this training set, a shape model was created which contains 65 modes of shape variation. These modes represent the geometric variation occurring in the training population sorted by its magnitude, that is, mode 1 encodes the largest and mode 65 the smallest geometric deformation. By fitting the SSM to remaining healthy bone structures, the excluded pathological areas could be extrapolated plausibly.[20](#jor24165-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}

Sector Definition {#jor24165-sec-0006}
-----------------

In order to relate the bone defects to areas of clinical relevance, four defect sectors were defined (Fig. [2](#jor24165-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). The defined sectors were cranial roof, anterior column, posterior column, and medial wall (Fig. [2](#jor24165-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}A), which were inspired by previous studies.[9](#jor24165-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#jor24165-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#jor24165-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} In order to consider patient‐specific anatomy, the sectors were constructed on the acetabular plane, aligned to the patient coordinate system, and scaled in relation to the acetabulum diameter (Fig. [2](#jor24165-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}).

![Bone defect sectors. (A) Defect sectors are cranial roof (1), anterior column (2), posterior column (3), and medial wall (4). (B) Defect sectors are constructed on the acetabular plane and aligned to the patient coordinate system. (C) Defect sectors are scaled in relation to the acetabulum diameter using the parameters *R* ~1~, *R* ~2~, and *R* ~3~ as well as angles α and β.](JOR-37-181-g003){#jor24165-fig-0002}

The acetabular plane was defined by the acetabular rim under exclusion of the acetabular notch (Fig. [2](#jor24165-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}B).[23](#jor24165-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} The anterior pelvic plane, given by left and right Anterior Superior Iliac Spine (l‐ASIS and r‐ASIS) as well as the center between left and right Pubic Tubercle (l‐PT and r‐PT), defined the frontal plane of the coordinate system. Transversal plane was parallel to the line between l‐ASIS and r‐ASIS and perpendicular to the frontal plane, sagittal plane resulted thereof. The landmarks were defined by the most ventral points in each region, which correspond to the contact points with a virtual plane.[23](#jor24165-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#jor24165-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} Acetabulum diameter (AcD) and center of rotation (CoR) were determined by a sphere fitting procedure on the joint contact area (Fig. [2](#jor24165-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}B).[15](#jor24165-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#jor24165-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}

The defect sectors were constructed parametrically (Fig. [2](#jor24165-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}C), whereby the medial wall radius (*R* ~1~) was defined by 0.87 times AcD, caudal borders of posterior and anterior columns (*R* ~2~) were defined by 1.90 times AcD, and superior border of cranial roof (*R* ~3~) was defined by 2.2 times AcD. The subdivision of the sectors was defined by the angles α (45)° and β (50°) with respect to the frontal plane. The depth of the sectors was defined by 2.0 times AcD (not shown).

Analysis {#jor24165-sec-0007}
--------

Based on the solid models of *defect pelvis*, *native pelvis*, and the defect sectors, a quantitative analysis of acetabular bone defects in each sector was performed. Both solid models were imported and superimposed in CATIA V5 and divided into the four sectors. By means of Boolean operations, bone loss and bone formation could be assessed (Fig. [3](#jor24165-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}). Subtracting *defect pelvis* from *native pelvis* resulted in a body that represents bone loss (Fig. [3](#jor24165-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}A). Subtracting *native pelvis* from *defect pelvis* resulted in a body that represents bone formation (Fig. [3](#jor24165-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}B). Bone loss and bone formation were analyzed for each sector individually in terms of absolute values and relative to bone volume of the *native pelvis* in the corresponding sector. Furthermore, overall defect shape and defect shape within each sector were obtained.

![Calculation of bone loss and bone formation. (A) Subtracting *defect pelvis* from *native pelvis* results in a body that represents bone loss. (B) Subtracting *native pelvis* from *defect pelvis* results in a body that represents bone formation.](JOR-37-181-g004){#jor24165-fig-0003}

Validation of the Reconstruction Method {#jor24165-sec-0008}
---------------------------------------

The SSM‐based reconstruction method was validated by means of a Leave‐one‐out study. Thereby, one pelvis at a time was removed from the 66 pelvises and reconstructed using a SSM consisting of the remaining 65 pelvises. The validity of the reconstruction was assessed by comparing each original pelvis with its reconstruction. In order to replicate clinical CT‐data sets, four scenarios of absent bone structures were realized by different masks (Fig. [4](#jor24165-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}A,B). In the first scenario, no mask was applied to obtain the representation accuracy of one individual pelvis by the SSM, that is, the ground truth (Scenario_0 and Mask_0). One excluded acetabulum represented the second scenario in which an implant and/or bone defect was masked unilaterally with an intact opposite side (Scenario_1 and Mask_1). Two masked acetabuli represented a scenario in which an implant and/or a bone defect was present on both sides (Scenario_2 and Mask_2). Incomplete scans of the os ilium in combination with an implant and/or bone defect on both sides represented the worst‐case scenario for reconstruction within this study (Scenario_3 and Mask_3).

![Validation of the statistical shape model. The validation comprises a Leave‐one‐out study representing four clinical scenarios (Scenario_0, Scenario_1, Scenario_2, Scenario_3) by four masks (Mask_0, Mask_1, Mask_2, Mask_3) and comparing six anatomical parameters. (A) Scenario_0 represents ground truth of the reconstruction. Scenario_1 represents a scenario in which an implant and/or bone defect on one side is masked and excluded before the reconstruction. Scenario_2 represents a scenario in which both acetabuli are excluded. Scenario_3 represents a scenario in which both acetabuli and the cranial areas of the os ilium are excluded due to an incomplete CT‐scan. (B) Parametrical masks were constructed for each scenario. (C) Parameters used to asses the quality of the reconstruction are root‐mean‐square of surface deviation (RMS), position of center of rotation (CoR), diameter of acetabulum (AcD), anatomical inclination (Inclination), anatomical anteversion (Anteversion), and bone volume within the left acetabulum mask (Volume).](JOR-37-181-g005){#jor24165-fig-0004}

The mask around the acetabulum was defined by two spheres. Sphere one covered the acetabulum with a diameter of 2.05 times AcD and sphere two covered the spina ischiadica with a diameter of 0.33 times AcD. The mask of the cranial parts of the os ilium was defined by a plane parallel to the transversal plane with an offset of 0.35 times AcD with respect to the ASIS‐landmarks in cranial direction.

The reconstruction error between each original pelvis and its reconstruction was analyzed based on six parameters (Fig. [4](#jor24165-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}C): Root‐mean‐square (RMS) of surface deviation, distance between CoR positions, absolute difference in AcD, absolute difference in anatomic inclination and anteversion according to Murray,[26](#jor24165-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} and absolute difference in volume within the acetabulum mask.

The effect of different numbers of shape variation modes used in the SSM and the effect of different mask sizes were assessed within this validation. Reconstruction error was assessed based on the left acetabulum.

RESULTS {#jor24165-sec-0009}
=======

Validation Results {#jor24165-sec-0010}
------------------

Number of shape variation modes affected the reconstruction error, exemplary shown for Mask_2 (Fig. [5](#jor24165-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}). Mean and percentile values of the reconstruction errors decreased when the number of shape variation modes were increased from 0 to 20, but remained almost constant for higher numbers of shape variation modes. Maximum reconstruction errors were lowest for the SSM with 10 or 20 shape variation modes.

![Reconstruction errors of Mask_2 using SSMs with different numbers of shape variation modes. Shown are distance and differences between each individual pelvis and its reconstruction using the scaled mean shape (0), 10 shape variation modes (10), 20 shape variation modes (20), 30 shape variation modes (30), 40 shape variation modes (40), and 65 shape variation modes (all). (A) RMS of surface deviation. (B) CoR position. (C) Acetabulum diameter. (D) Inclination. (E) Anteversion. (F) Bone volume within acetabulum mask. The boxplots show median, 25% and 75% percentile, and extreme values including all outliers.](JOR-37-181-g006){#jor24165-fig-0005}

Reconstruction errors with respect to different mask sizes were analyzed based on the SSM with 20 shape variation modes (Fig. [6](#jor24165-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}). The RMS constantly increased with increasing mask sizes (Fig. [6](#jor24165-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}A). In contrast, the reconstruction error of CoR, AcD, inclination, anteversion, and volume increased noticeably from Mask_0 to Mask_1, but only slightly increased or remained constant with a further increase in mask sizes (Fig. [6](#jor24165-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}B--F).

![Reconstruction errors of the SSM with 20 shape variation modes using different masks. Shown are distance and differences between each individual pelvis and its reconstruction using Mask_0 (0), Mask_1 (1), Mask_2 (2), and Mask_3 (3). (A) RMS of surface deviation. (B) CoR position. (C) Acetabulum diameter. (D) Inclination. (E) Anteversion. (F) Bone volume within acetabulum mask.](JOR-37-181-g007){#jor24165-fig-0006}

Quantitative Defect Assessment {#jor24165-sec-0011}
------------------------------

The suggested method was successfully applied on two exemplary specimens (see Materials and Methods section) using the SSM with 20 shape variation modes (Fig. [7](#jor24165-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}A). Bone volume of *native pelvis* and *defect pelvis* was calculated for each sector (brown and gray bars in Fig. [7](#jor24165-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}B). Bone volume loss was calculated and expressed as absolute values (red bars in Fig. [7](#jor24165-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}B) and additionally relative to the volume of the *native pelvis* in the corresponding sector (blue dots in Fig. [7](#jor24165-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}B). Bone formation was calculated and expressed in terms of absolute values (green bars in Fig. [7](#jor24165-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}B).

![Quantitative defect assessment. (A) *Native pelvis*, *defect pelvis*, bone loss and bone formation of two exemplary specimens. (B) Volume of *native pelvis* (brown bars), *defect pelvis* (gray bars), bone loss (red bars are absolute values, blue dots are relative values), as well as bone formation (green bars) for each sector.](JOR-37-181-g008){#jor24165-fig-0007}

For both specimens, the results of the quantitative assessment of bone loss in each sector were consistent with the visual impression. In specimen 1, the medial sector seemed to be the most affected, which was reflected by a bone loss in this sector of 79% (10.8 ml), whereas bone loss was much lower in the three other sectors, namely 23% (6.9 ml) in the cranial roof, 36% (3.5 ml) in the anterior column and 28% (6.2 ml) in the posterior column. In specimen 2, a combined defect of posterior column and medial wall was reflected by a bone loss of 46% (15.6 ml) in the posterior column and of 43% (9.8 ml) in the medial wall, whereas cranial roof and anterior column only showed a bone loss of 16% (7.2 ml) and 14% (2.8 ml), respectively.

Furthermore, a considerable amount of bone formation was observed, which occurred mainly in the cranial roof. In this sector, bone formation in specimen 2 was 6.3 ml and in specimen 1 it even exceeded the amount of bone loss (8.6 ml vs. 6.9 ml).

DISCUSSION {#jor24165-sec-0012}
==========

Traditionally, acetabular bone defects were analyzed on the basis of 2D radiographs and categorized according to a specific classification scheme. Nowadays, 3D imaging techniques and virtual anatomical reconstruction using a SSM allow novel views on acetabular bone defect analysis. This study suggested and validated a method to quantify acetabular bone loss and bone formation, and to derive bone defect shape. These information could potentially be used for implant development, pre‐clinical testing, pre‐operative planning, and intra‐operative navigation.

The reconstruction method was validated using a Leave‐one‐out study on virtually created, clinically relevant bone defects and six parameters. In the first validation step, the influence of the number of shape variation modes was analyzed. The reconstruction error was highest with 0 shape variation modes (i.e., the mean scaled pelvis shape) and decreased when more shape variation modes were included in the SSM. This observation showed a statistical inference from the remaining bone structures to the absent bone structures which exceed the pure mean and scaled shape. The mean and percentile values of the reconstruction error decreased from 0 to 20 shape variation modes and were almost constant for higher number of shape variation modes (Fig. [5](#jor24165-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}A). This indicated that the first 20 shape variation modes cover most of the anatomical variations of the pelvis. More shape variation modes did not necessarily improve the reconstruction quality, which is in good accordance to the findings of Vanden Berghe et al., who stated that 20 shape variations cover 95% of the anatomic variations.[15](#jor24165-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}

The extreme values of the reconstruction error including all outliers are crucial for a clinical application of the method. The extreme values were lowest for 10 and 20 shape variation modes and increased with higher and lower numbers of shape variation modes. In order to obtain a robust reconstruction method, the SSM was therefore limited in the consecutive steps to 20 shape variation modes.

The influence of different mask sizes on the reconstruction error was analyzed in the second validation step (Fig. [6](#jor24165-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}). Only RMS constantly increased with increasing masks size (Fig. [6](#jor24165-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}A), whereas the reconstruction errors of the anatomical parameters were lowest for Mask_0 and almost similar for Mask_1, Mask_2, and Mask_3 (Fig. [6](#jor24165-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}B‐F). The RMS is the only parameter which considers the whole pelvis anatomy, such that an increasing amount of absent bone structures directly affects the RMS. In contrast, the anatomical parameters were derived only from the left acetabulum. Bone structures in this region were already excluded in Mask_1, a further increase in mask size by additional exclusion of the right acetabulum or cranial parts of the os ilium, therefore, only slightly affected the anatomical parameters. Median reconstruction error for Mask_1 was 3.0 mm for CoR, 1.7 mm for AcD, 2.1° for inclination, 2.5° for anteversion, and 3.3 mm^3^ for volume. The reconstruction results of the method applied in this study, are clearly superior to manual methods[27](#jor24165-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [28](#jor24165-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"} and comparable to other SSM‐based reconstruction methods.[14](#jor24165-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}, [15](#jor24165-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} Since the presented method can be applied to CT‐data sets where both acetabuli are defect, the method is also superior to reconstruction methods using the contralateral hemi‐pelvis.[12](#jor24165-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}

To the authors\' knowledge, this is the first study considering different clinically relevant scenarios in the validation of a SSM‐based reconstruction. Particularly, the reconstruction using Mask_3, where both acetabuli and large areas of the pelvis are excluded (Fig. [4](#jor24165-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}B), could provide desirable guidance for the surgeons in such severe scenarios.

However, a maximum reconstruction error of approximately 10 mm in CoR position and acetabulum diameter, and of approximately 10° in inclination and anteversion has to be considered cautiously in clinical applications. Further investigations on the SSM could increase the reconstruction quality, for example by investigating a possible correlations between the appearance of outliers and the reconstruction quality of the remaining bone.

Feasibility of the presented defect quantification workflow was shown by analyzing two exemplary pelvises with acetabular bone defects. It was possible to dedicate bone loss in terms of absolute and relative values to the corresponding defect sector. Furthermore, bone formation due to remodeling processes was dedicated to the corresponding sector. In both specimens, the visual impression of bone loss was consistent with the numerical values. These values could provide a basis for a quantitative and objective defect classification, for example, by separating the specimens on the basis of thresholds in each sector. These quantitative measures should then be complemented by clinical measures, such as quality, thickness, and continuity of the remaining bone and possible implant fixation strategies.

The presented method has some limitations. First, the presence of metal implants lead to artifacts in the images which are caused by a combination of beam hardening, photon starvation, scatter, and edge effects.[21](#jor24165-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [29](#jor24165-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}, [30](#jor24165-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} These artefacts may have detrimental effects on segmentation accuracy and demanded a manual segmentation under supervision of an experienced radiologist. The second limitation is the focus on quantitative measure of volume, whereby other important parameters yet remain unconsidered in the analysis. Further studies should complement the quantitative volume measures by additional measures, such as bone quality, bone thickness, ovality of acetabulum, weighting of defect zones depending on importance for load transfer, and potential discontinuity to allow inferences on treatment and implant fixation strategy. And the third main limitation is that in cases where pronounced individual anatomical characteristics were masked and excluded, the SSM was not able to reconstruct it accurately and large maximum reconstruction errors resulted. However, to the authors knowledge there is no better solution available, since it is currently impossible to infer from remaining bone structures to masked and excluded idiosyncracies.

In future, the presented method could potentially be used in scientific, clinical, and engineering applications. In science, the method could improve the assignment into defect categories, which in turn could increase the reliability of inter‐patient comparisons. Further studies should include a larger number of defect pelvises in order to obtain quantitative measures of acetabular bone defects, which could then be used as a basis for a classification scheme. In clinic routine, the method could be automated and provided within a pre‐operative planning software such that the surgeon is able to anticipate the treatment strategy and the required amount of material to fill the bone defect. Furthermore, since SSMs of the pelvis have already been used for example to estimate cup orientation or pelvic shape based on 2D anteroposterior radiographs,[31](#jor24165-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}, [32](#jor24165-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"} the method could also be applied using 2D radiographs, such that a CT‐scan is not a mandatory prerequisite for the analysis. Finally, the method could be used to develop novel implant and treatment concepts, such as next generation patient‐specific implants[9](#jor24165-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#jor24165-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [34](#jor24165-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} and could be applied in pre‐clinical "in‐vitro" and "in silico" testing.[35](#jor24165-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}
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